The mobile internet is very heterogeneous at all levels -this is true for end devices as well as for operating systems and runtime environments of mobile applications. Therefore all software providers face the challenge of developing platform-independent applications and making them usable on a maximum number of end devices. One possible way of doing this is provided by Widgets -small software programs with a limited functional scope that are executed by a Widget-engine. This article looks at the state of development of the most important W3C Widget-standards and analyses their prospects of success.
INTRODUCTION
The mobile internet poses great challenges for software providers as well as for customers, because it is a strongly fragmented market with a multitude of different producers of end devices and platforms for the production and supply of software (Gartner, 2010; Admob, 2010, p.6) . Customers who change to a new device often find it difficult or even impossible to use their former applications on the new end device and to transfer their data. This is also a problem for the producers of software, as they have to provide a great variety of software for different platforms in order to retain customers. This leads to a high demand on development resources and subsequently to increased software production costs.
Solutions for this are projects like PhoneGAP or Appcelerator, which translate web applications written in (X)HTML, CSS and JavaScript into native applications for mobile devices (PhoneGap, 2010) . J2ME Polish -as an alternative -is an open source extension for Java Micro Edition (JavaME) which makes it possible to design the user interface of JavaME-based applications through CSS. It also includes a database of devices providing an easy way for developers to adapt applications to several hundreds of mobile phone types (Müller & Reiprich, 2008, p.2) . Both products are mainly solutions for the existing variety of different platforms. W3C, on the other hand, tries to counterbalance the great variety of software development solutions by its Widget-standard and to find platform-independent solutions for applications with a low functional scope in order to access a maximum number of end users. Jaokar and Fish (2006, p.99 ) define a Widget as a "downloadable, interactive software object that provides a single service such as a map, news feed etc". "Widget" is an artificial word combining window and gadget. This goes back to the use of Widgets in the MIT Athena Project, where a window was associated with an object and called Widget (McCormack, et al., 1989, p.4) . The W3C defines Widgets as applications executed on the client side, but developed using web standards. Widgets are usually downloaded and installed on an end device where they run as independent applications. They may also be integrated into web sites and accessed through a web browser (Cáceres & Priestley, 2009 their context and present them to the user (Sachse, 2010, p.7) .
W3C WIDGET-STANDARD
In August 2006 W3C published a document called Web Applications Packaging Format Requirements, defining the requirements towards a uniform packaging format for web applications (Cáceres, 2006a) . This working group further specified the requirements, leading to the final requirement document Widgets 1.0 Requirements. Also the elements for the execution of Widgets were identified (cf. Figure 1 ).
Technologies such as XMLHttpRequest or ECMAScript (also called JavaScript) are wellestablished and need no further standardization in the process of Widget-specifications. However, the packaging format for Widgets, a uniform MIMEtype (media type), content and construction of the configuration document, and an API for Widgets need to be standardized. This Widget-API does not aim at providing access for device-specific functions, but only access to the Widget and its meta data. Over time, different working groups were established for the development of device-specific functions.
In 2008 
IMPLEMENTATION AND USE
When the requirements towards a Widget-standard were stipulated, the existing Widget-landscape was analyzed and a multitude of Widget-platforms was identified (Cáceres, 2008) . The existing implementations are described in the following chapter. 
Implementations
Currently, implementation experiences are gathered for the Widget specifications P&C, TWI and WARP. For each implementation there is a number of test cases and an implementation report (Judge, 2010) . Aplix Web Runtime also belongs to the mobile sector. Wookie is a server application providing an opportunity to upload and provide Widgets. The Wookie-project was supported by the IST-program of the European Union as a part of the TENCompetence project and was exclusively developed by developers from the University of Bolton. The Wookie-server is an application developed in Java with a Widget-engine and other plug-ins that can integrate Widgets into web applications such as Wordpress or the course management system Moodle (Wilson, et al., 2009) . Wookie is an implementation for web applications that facilitates the embedding of Widgets into web sites.
Dissemination and Acceptance
When the first document with requirements towards Widgets was published, it triggered very mixed reactions. They ranged from enthusiasm about the possibility to write a single application and use it on several platforms to doubts whether platformindependent standards would be acceptable to total rejection. In general, however, the first attempt at overcoming the fragmentation in Widgetdevelopment was favourably received (Cáceres, 2006b 
CONCLUSIONS
The clear advantage of W3C Widgets is that they are platform-independent and therefore universally applicable. They can be used as small desktop applications, as mini-applications integrated into web sites or as part of a Widget-engine running on mobile end devices. Meanwhile, developers from The implementation and use of the W3C Widget-standard by major companies and consortia is of vital importance for its success. Furthermore, a generally accepted specification of device APIs is an indispensable condition for the harmonization of mobile applications. The markets for mobile operating systems and browsers currently undergo diverging developments. While in the area of browsers, systems based on the rendering engine WebKit develop into the dominant platform and fragmentation is decreasing, in the area of operating systems the publishing of a growing number of new systems leads to more and more fragmentation in this area. The lower level of fragmentation in the browser area could promote a development trend competing with W3C Widgets: the use of web browsers as runtime environment. The new standard HTML5 makes it possible to continue using web applications offline using local SQL databases (W3C, 2008) . The future of the W3C Widgetstandard remains open. If it is consistently developed and supported by the producers of operating systems, it may become a runtime environment for mobile applications to be reckoned with.
